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1. The Problem of Novelty

1. Novelty plays an essential role in economic change

(Schumpeter 1962; Schumpeter 2005; Encinar and Muñoz 2006) 

2. Novelty is associated with opportunities:

• Innovation / Entrepreneurship (Schumpeter 1962 )

• Industry Evolution (Schumpeter 2005) 

• Process of Transformation (Carlile 2004) 

3. Novelty is associated with significant challenges:

• Difficult to recognize (Arrow 1974, Schumpeter 2005)

• Hard to assess by existing organizations (Christensen 1997)

• Impede the process of organizing (Carlile 2004) 
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2. How Is Novelty Assessed

How does an actor (entrepreneur!) know if something 

is novel or just new to them? 

Problem is that novelty is presented by two conditions:

• Originality  possibly good 

• Ignorance  generally bad

Qualitative research ↔ Theory Development
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2. Assessing Using Bounded Rationality

Current approach A “bounded rationality” problem

1. Individual sources of novelty assessed by means bounded by 

the capacity of an individual to process information:

• Individual differences in cognition, such as ‘alertness’ (Kirzner 1997)

• Use of heuristics (Busenitz and Barney 1997)

• Use of prior knowledge (Shane 2000) 

2. Environmental sources of novelty assessed by means that are 

bounded by the costs of searching for information:

• Search in specific known information channels (Fiet 2007)
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2. Ecological Rationality

A third possibility is “Ecological Rationality” where individual 

rationality matched to the structure of the information 

environment (Todd 2000, Todd and Gigerenzer 2003):

1. Search  2. Stopping Rule 3. Decision

• One reason heuristics: Recognition, Take the Best/Last

• Multiple option heuristics: QuickEst, Elimination Heuristics

• Satisficing Sequential Search 

BUT novel ventures have performance ambiguity, lack  

comparability, and lack reducible measures of quality
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3. Research Design

• Interviews of 15 US repeat entrepreneurs (Fiet 2007)

• Focus on BOTH actors and artifacts (Carlile 2002, 2004) to 

understand how novel ideas are shared and evaluated in a 

network

• 29 Cases of high resource investment and venture success

• 19 Cases of high resource investment and venture failure

• 11 Cases of low resource investment, neither failure nor 

success? 
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4. Learning Not to Fall

Evaluation of novelty must allow for:

1. Flexible „red flag‟ or „drop dead‟ factors  not failing!

2. Flexibility in where information is gathered in actors/artifacts

3. Conflicting information about “quality”

4. Venturing allows for continuity in the opportunity despite 

transformative changes over time to the underlying idea

5. Yet, origins stay clear and can be re-constructed
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4.1 The Discovery Aesthetic

• We focus on two properties of novel ventures that achieve 

high investment, even if they eventually fail

1. Clear origins

 Implies information convergence in the past

2. Transformation over time

 Implies information divergence in the future

• This temporal quality of valuable novel information forms 

the discovery aesthetic. 

• Information that is either not original, or not transformable,  

forms different aesthetics
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4.1 The Discovery Aesthetic

Past Present Future

Original ideas exhibit

the discovery aesthetic

Clear origins

Numerous Market 

Possibilities

Past Present Future

Nightmare – You don’t want 

to invest from ignorance 

Unclear origins

Limited Market 

Possibilities

?

? ?

?
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4.2 The Discovery Heuristic

• To evaluate the originality of ideas, actors use a heuristic 

based on the discovery aesthetic

• Evaluators apply this heuristic through a process of 

sampling information from networks of actors and artifacts

• Actors help identify other actors and artifacts;

• Artifacts help identify other artifacts and actors

• Evaluators select out („red flag‟, „drop dead‟) ideas that 

don‟t exhibit the discovery aesthetic. 
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4.2 The Discovery Heuristic and Selection

Past Present Future

Test Mismatch: The nightmare scenario is when the idea has

a divergent past network and a convergent future network 

Divergent 

Networks

Convergent

Networks
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5. Implication of Discovery Heuristic

1. The Discovery Heuristic use for temporal extremes

2. The Discovery Heuristic use for dynamic industries

3. Gaming the heuristic

• Constructing origins

• Constructing the future
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Past Present Future

Eg. 1: Ideas are evaluated more at temporal 

extremes, which takes maximum 

advantage of the heuristic

Eg. 2: Ideas are evaluated more in 

the present, which reduces the 

power of the heuristic

Past Present Future

Mismatch Mismatch

5.1. The Discovery Heuristic is 

Easiest to Use at Temporal Extremes 
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Past Present Future

In stable industries the impact

of novelty occurs over an 

expanded time frame

Past Present Future

Old Origins
Relatively Stable 

Market Possibilities

In dynamic industries the impact

of novelty occurs over a 

condensed time frame

Recent

Origins

5.2 The Discovery Heuristic 

Works Best for Dynamic Environments 
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• Provides a simple model for the evaluation of novelty

that accounts for:

1. Network use AND network assembly

2. Path dependent and path prospective considerations

3. Search and stopping rules that are co-determined

• Extends models of decision making under individual and 

environmental conditions of bounded rationality (Todd and 

Gigerenzer 2003) to a model of rationality that is relational

and based on actor-artifact networks. 

6. Contributions
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6. Limitations

• Findings are preliminary and testable, but not yet tested

• Does not, and is not intending to, address information 

problems that arise from contracting (moral hazard & 

information asymmetry), or differences in venture quality

• Does not address the performance of the venture in the 

traditional sense, only considerations for venture 

development through novelty assessment


